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Grenada Irrigation District 
 

Site Plan Agreement between Grenada Irrigation District, National Marine Fisheries 
Service (NMFS) and California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) 

for the Template Safe Harbor Agreement for Conservation of 
Coho Salmon in the Shasta River 

A. Introduction 

This Site Plan Agreement for the Template Safe Harbor Agreement for Conservation of 
Coho Salmon in the Shasta River (Agreement), which is intended to provide conservation 
benefits for the Southern Oregon and Northern California Coast (SONCC) Evolutionarily 
Significant Unit (ESU) of coho salmon (Covered Species), is between the Grenada 
Irrigation District (Permittee or GID), NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service 
(NMFS), and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW).  

This Site Plan Agreement, combined with the provisions of the Agreement, may serve as 
the basis for NMFS to issue a federal Enhancement of Survival Permit (ESP) to the above 
named Permittee pursuant to section 10(a)(1)(A) of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, 
as amended (ESA). The joint and respective responsibilities of NMFS, CDFW, and the 
Permittees are detailed in the Agreement. This Site Plan Agreement is subject to terms 
and conditions set forth herein and in the Agreement and ESP. The definitions included 
in Section 2 of the Agreement are incorporated herein by reference. 

In accordance with Section 5.1 of the Agreement, this Site Plan Agreement includes the 
following: 

• General description of the Enrolled Property, including map and water rights 
(Section B below); 

• Description of Routine Agricultural Activities carried out on the Enrolled 
Property (Section C.1 below), applicable Avoidance and Minimization 
Measures (AMMs) (Section C.2 & G.1 below), and Beneficial Management 
Actions (BMAs) to be implemented by the Permittee, including a schedule 
and other terms and conditions for implementation (Section E below); 

• Description of Baseline Conditions on the Enrolled Property (Section D below) 
and Actions Required to Maintain Baseline Conditions (Section E.1  below);  

• Description of Elevated Baseline Conditions on the Enrolled Property if 
applicable (Section E.2 below) and description of Other Beneficial 
Management Activities on the Enrolled Property (Section E.3 below); 

• Monitoring and reporting activities that the Permittee agrees to carry out 
(Section G below); 

• Description of potential and existing funding sources and timeline for the 
Permittee to carry out BMAs, AMMs, and monitoring and reporting 
requirements (Section E, F, &G below); and 

• Other information consistent with the terms and conditions of the Agreement 
and ESP (Section F, H & I below). 
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The AMMs, BMAs, and associated monitoring and reporting protocols described below 
derive from Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 of the Agreement. In the event there is any 
conflict between the AMMs, BMAs, and associated monitoring and reporting protocols 
as described below and as described in the appendices to the Agreement, the appendices 
to the Agreement control. 

B. Enrolled Property 

B.1 General narrative and map describing Enrolled Property 

Grenada Irrigation District (GID), a Special District of Siskiyou County, is located in 
Siskiyou County (41°38’11.56’’ N latitude, 122°29’22.88”W longitude). GID owns four 
parcels including a small reach of the Shasta River, further described in B.2, as well as 
provides irrigation water to the GID comprising of approximately 1477 irrigated acres.  
Only two parcels located on or near the Shasta River that include intake and pumping 
infrastructure are included within the Agreement. Approximately 300-feet of the Shasta 
River is within GID ownership, designated to be in the Mid Shasta Reach in the 
Agreement. The map included below shows the approximate district boundaries and 
general location within the Covered Area. GID’s Enrolled Property is surrounded by 
Belcampo Farms - North Annex property, an entity also participating in the Shasta 
Watershed Conservation Group. The approximate property boundaries and general 
location of GID within the Covered Area is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Grenada Irrigation District – Enrolled Property 
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B.2 Legal Description of Property Boundary 

APNs: 
020-250-070-000 - Riparian Property 
020-250-060-000 - Pump Station 
 
Legal Description of included parcels from GID establishment and By-laws is included as 
Appendix A. 

B.3 Description of Water Rights 

GID’s water right is identified in the Shasta River Decree as Diversion #249 and 
described under paragraph 149. GID is a special district that owns and operates several 
parcels including the point of diversion, a lift station and a parcel along the ditch. GID 
provides water to over 60 users who irrigate up to 1,477 acres within the 4,144 acre 
district boundary.  GID has a 1916 permit to divert up to 40 cfs from the Shasta River. 
GID has limited property that is riparian to the stream (approx. 300 lineal-feet) and the 
district boundary is located nearly two miles from the Shasta River. 

While GID’s water right is large in volume, it is low in priority. Under recent use, GID 
will routinely divert up to 40 cfs for short periods of time to fill the ditch and catch up on 
rotation. GID diversion volumes are usually reduced or turned off due to priority during 
base flow conditions in August due the low priority of the water right. GID typically will 
be allowed to divert again later in September when higher priority rights reduce their 
diversion volume.  

During wetter than average years, GID diverts throughout the irrigation season, irrigating 
approximately 165 days a year. During dry years, like WY 2014 and 2015 GID diversion 
season can be curtailed as early as July. During recent typical or normal years, GID may 
divert until about August 10th and again divert during the latter part of September. GID 
historically operated throughout the year but was limited during base flows. Increased 
groundwater development, including the conversion of Big Springs Irrigation District to 
groundwater reportedly impacted GID’s diversion volume.   

Table 1 shows the GID diversion and irrigation information.  Figure 2 shows the GID’s 
place of use as stipulated in the Shasta River Decree and the DWR irrigated acreage 
coverage.  
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Table 1-Water Rights Summary 
Diversion 
#/Water 
Source 

Permit/Adjudicated/F
iled Water Use 

Statement Amounts 
Description Season 

Duration 

Total Ac-
ft per 

season 
diverted 

Acreage 
Irrigated 

with 
Diversion 

Average 
Days per 
Season 
diverted 

149 40 cfs 
Grenada 
Irrigation 
District  

April 1- 
September 
30 

14,599 
ac-ft 

4,144 
acres 138 

 

 

Figure 2- Place of Use and Irrigated Acreage Map 
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C. Routine Agricultural Activities  

C.1 Present Routine Agricultural Activities 

Grenada Irrigation District (GID) is a special district that owns and operates four parcels 
including the point of diversion, a lift station and a parcel along the main ditch. GID has 
limited property that is riparian to the stream (approximately 300 lineal-feet). GID 
provides water to over 60 users who irrigate up to 1,477 irrigable acres within the 4,144 
acre district boundary (district boundary is 2-3 miles from Shasta River). Demand for 
water from district users varies significantly based on production prices in comparison to 
irrigation fees. Certainty based on water year types also factors into district user 
consideration. GID has a large water right to divert up to 40 cfs from the Shasta River. 
GID maintains 5.9 miles of open ditch that conveys water to the District. 

Irrigation Management 

While GID’s water right is large in volume, it is low in priority. GID will divert 40 cfs for 
short periods of time to fill the ditch and catch up on rotation. Within the past 10-15 
years, GID operates between 135-140 (138 average) days a year through the irrigation 
season (4/1- 9/30) with an average maximum diversion volume of approximately 28-32 
cfs or 8,200 acre feet a year. GID is typically allowed to divert again in September when 
higher priority rights reduce their diversion volume.  

GID’s main canal is an inefficient earthen canal. Transmission losses as high as 35% can 
occur in the main canal when diverting at high levels according to recent investigations 
completed by NRCS and loss calculations extrapolated from a water balance conducted 
by Davids Engineering in 2006. On Average ditch loss values during 2006 were 17% per 
the study period and 1,100 acre feet were lost in delivery transmission.  

Efficiency values are more variable on GIDs main canal than other canals and ditches in 
Shasta Valley dependent on volume of water diverted and quality of ditch maintenance 
occurring at that time. The ditch contours along the toe of hill slopes in unconsolidated 
volcanic soils and rock formations for approximately 3.5 miles as it meanders towards the 
District boundary and service area. The total length of canal from GID’s pumping station 
to the upper ditch pump is 5.3 miles. Considerable percentages of transmission loss 
occurs through the fill side of the ditch. Lower operating water elevations, associated 
with reduced diversion volumes or good canal maintenance reduce transmission loss 
percentage significantly but increase the duration of irrigation rotation. Conversely, 
higher diversion volumes or excessive aquatic vegetation in the canal result in increased 
transmission losses where up to 38% of the diverted water is lost during transmission 
when 35-40 cfs is being diverted. 

A new diversion facility was constructed and has been in operation since 2014 and is 
compliant with current NOAA and CDFW criteria for fish passage and meets fish 
screening criteria, including lockable head gates, on-channel fish screen, functional 
intake without impoundment, flow measuring device and remote operation capability. 
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Irrigation Maintenance 

Ditch Cleaning 

The ditch is maintained regularly by the District or selected sub-contractors, using heavy 
equipment sometimes up to twice a year.  

Diversion Cleaning 

The intake structure of the diversion is located on the active channel of the Shasta River. 
Graduated Stream Barbs train flow to remain laminar against the intake structure which is 
also the on-channel fish screen. It is expected that maintenance is required to remove 
sediment from the front edge of the fish screen as well as fine sediment behind the screen 
panels. Desired channel elevation and grade will be maintained at the upstream and 
downstream approaches of the intake structure as well as deposition within the structure.    

Fish Screen Cleaning 

GID operates a compliant self-cleaning fish screen and has a Streambed Alteration 
Agreement for operation of the intake structure and opposing stream barbs that dictate 
sweeping flow velocities. The fish screen requires monthly greasing of bearings, some 
infrequent hand cleaning of debris and checking electronic components to ensure they are 
operating properly. 

Riparian Grazing Management 

GID’s enrolled parcels are included within a fenced area owned by Belcampo Farms-
North Annex. The fenced off area is about 4 acres and includes GID parcels but a 
majority of the ownership is Belcampo Property. The fence excludes livestock from GID 
parcels unless Balcampo elects to flash graze the area per their riparian grazing plan. In 
that case GID parcels will get flash grazed to reduce annual noxious weeds and fire risk. 
GID will continue to maintain riparian fencing with Belcampo Farms to ensure access is 
limited to flash grazing methods approved through their riparian grazing plan. The east 
side of the Shasta River is owned by TNC property is currently excluded from livestock.   

Fence Maintenance 

An approximate 4.0 acre area including GIDs enrolled parcels and Belcampo Farms 
ownership has been fenced from livestock since 2007, except for flash grazing by 
Belcampo per their riparian grazing plan.  The western boundary fence is out of the flood 
plain and doesn’t require much yearly maintenance due to flood damage; wire 
maintenance is done regularly. 

Road Maintenance 

Access road is through the extent of the Enrolled Property to the river.  The road close to 
the river from pump station to screen is fully surfaced with aggregate base. A road 
continues to the previous POD which is rarely used and is re-vegetating. Any runoff from 
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the unsurfaced road segment will be retained by a catch basin where the previous canal 
was located.  

Crossing Maintenance 

GID has no low water crossings or expected future need for vehicles or livestock access 
to river beyond what exists.   

Herbicide/Fertilizer/Pesticide Use 

GID does apply spot application of herbicides for noxious weeds only, with a handheld 
applicator near pump station and behind the fish screen for fire suppression but abides by 
label for treatment near water bodies.     

C.2 Avoidance and Minimization Measures 

The Permittee has agreed to carry out and monitor AMMs that are relevant to their 
Routine Agricultural Activities as specified in Table G1(Section G below) and as detailed 
in Appendix 3 of the Agreement. 

D. Description of Baseline Conditions 

Baseline Conditions means the habitat conditions for the Covered Species on the Enrolled 
Property when NMFS approves this Site Plan Agreement. The Enrolled Property is 
within the Mid-Shasta Reach of the Covered Area. Baseline Conditions for the Enrolled 
Property are the conditions described in Appendix 2 of the Agreement for these reaches 
of the Shasta River.     

Elevated Baseline Conditions are certain Baseline Conditions improved as a result of 
certain Beneficial Management Activities. Elevated Baseline for this Site Plan 
Agreement are the improved fish passage and flow conditions that will result from the 
following actions: 

Implement efficiency projects from point of diversion to place of use and commit to 
reduce diversion by 1,136 acre-feet per year and commits to a permissive dedication via 
1707.   

Table 2 summarizes the Beneficial Management Activities required to maintain Baseline 
Conditions and to achieve Elevated Baseline Conditions on the Enrolled Property for the 
term of the Site Plan Agreement. The Beneficial Management Activities implement 
habitat enhancement actions recommended in the Agreement (Appendix 2) for the Mid-
Shasta reach. Section E describes the activities on the Enrolled Property in more detail.  
All Beneficial Management Activities stipulated below will be implemented per relevant 
AMM’s included in Appendix 3 of the Agreement. 
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Table 2-Grenada Irrigation District Summary of Beneficial Management Activities 

Habitat Parameter 

Beneficial Management Activities 

Present Baseline 
Conditions 

(Section E1-
Maintain) 

Elevated Baseline 
Condition 

(Section E2-Restore; 
Implement and 

Maintain) 

Other Beneficial 
Management Activities 

(Section E3-Restore; 
Measures to Avoid and 

Minimize Impacts 

Hydrology/Water Quality 

Maintain 
upgraded 
diversion facility 
as described in 
Sections E.1.a. 

Conserved water will 
be provided for 
instream benefit 
through SWRCB 
Change Petition and 
Water Code 1707 if 
applicable. E.2.a.  

Participate in a reach wide 
diversion management 
strategy for the Mid 
Shasta as described in 
Section E.3.a1 

Implement conveyance 
pipeline to reduce 
transmission loss. 
Conserved water will be 
provided for instream 
benefit when project is 
implemented. Estimated 
1,136 acre-feet will be 
conserved on an average 
year. E.3.a2 

Work with agencies and 
SWCG to use stream flow 
gage at GID riffle to 
reduce flow variability 
resulting from GID 
diversion and curtailment 
E.3.a3 

Passage/Migration/Screening 

Maintain 
unimpeded fish 
passage 
conditions at the 
GID diversion. 

Maintain self-
cleaning fish 
screen at the 
GID diversion 
point. 
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Habitat Parameter 

Beneficial Management Activities 

Present Baseline 
Conditions 

(Section E1-
Maintain) 

Elevated Baseline 
Condition 

(Section E2-Restore; 
Implement and 

Maintain) 

Other Beneficial 
Management Activities 

(Section E3-Restore; 
Measures to Avoid and 

Minimize Impacts 

Instream Habitat Complexity 

Will maintain 
the instream 
barb structures 
opposite of the 
Fish Screen as 
described in 
Section E.1.c 

 

Provide access for 
implementation of large 
wood enhancement on 
GID riparian property if 
deemed applicable by the 
Agencies as described in 
Section E.3.c. 

Implement beaver BMPs 
as described in template. 

Riparian Condition /Function 

Will continue to 
perform yearly 
maintenance on 
existing riparian 
fencing as 
described in 
E.1.d. 

 
Replace riparian/boundary 
fencing if needed due to 
flood damage. 

Substrate Quality 

Allow Spawning 
gravel placed at 
head of riffle to 
remain E.1.e 

  

Pasture Management Not applicable  

No grazing of riparian 
parcels will be conducted 
by GID. Belcampo Farms 
owns property within the 
fenced area that includes 
Belcampo Farms North 
Annex property. A letter 
confirming Belcampo will 
abide by its approved 
grazing plan is included as 
Appendix E 
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Habitat Parameter 

Beneficial Management Activities 

Present Baseline 
Conditions 

(Section E1-
Maintain) 

Elevated Baseline 
Condition 

(Section E2-Restore; 
Implement and 

Maintain) 

Other Beneficial 
Management Activities 

(Section E3-Restore; 
Measures to Avoid and 

Minimize Impacts 

Assessment/Studies 

-Willing to 
maintain stream 
flow and water 
temperature 
gauging site if 
determined a 
SWCG flow 
monitoring site 

 

-Agreeable to 
assessments/studies. 
Agreeable to flow gauging 
on GID riffle, water temp 
and diversion volume if 
determined SWCG flow 
monitoring site.   

Supplementation   

-The Permittee will allow 
access for salmonid 
supplementation as 
described in Section E.3.h. 

 

E. Beneficial Management Activities   

This section provides a detailed description of Beneficial Management Activities to be 
implemented on the Enrolled Property for the benefit of the Covered Species. 

E.1 Actions Required to Maintain Baseline Conditions 

This section details the actions required to maintain Baseline Conditions. This includes 
any Covered Activities that are being implemented, or have been implemented on the 
Enrolled Property that benefit the Covered Species and will be maintained over the 
duration of the Template Safe Harbor Agreement.  

E.1.a. Hydrology/Water Quality 

GID will continue to operate and maintain the recently upgraded diversion facility 
that eliminated a large diversion dam which impounded water and prevented fish 
passage. The new diversion is on the active channel of the Shasta River and does 
not require impoundment. The impounding of water also impacted water quality 
by increasing resident time and heating. The new intake facility and pumping 
station allow for remote operation of diversion facility including limiting 
diversion volume per schedule.  
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E.1.b. Passage/Migration/ Diversion Screening 

GID will continue to operate and maintain the recently upgraded diversion facility 
(operable in 2014) that eliminated a large diversion dam which impounded water 
and prevented fish passage. New diversion structure is on the active channel of 
the Shasta River and does not require impoundment, allowing for year round fish 
passage. 

Fish Passage: 
GID will maintain the intake structure and the roughened channel that was 
completed in 2014 which provides continuous fish passage to all life stages. 

Fish Screen: 
GID will maintain the compliant fish screen that was completed in 2014 when the 
diversion point was re-constructed. 

E.1.c. Instream Habitat Complexity 

Instream Structures: GID will maintain stream barb structures that were installed 
in 2012 as part of the diversion upgrade including stream barbs opposite of the 
Fish screen. 

E.1.d. Riparian Condition/Function:  

Riparian Fencing and Planting: GID will continue to maintain boundary fence 
with Belcampo Farms to protect riparian area and riparian plantings from 
unmanaged grazing. Riparian fencing has been constructed and will be 
maintained by GID as part of this Site Plan Agreement. Riparian planting 
occurred in 2014 and 2015 with limited survival. Plantings should have higher 
success with several years of maintenance. 

E.1.e Substrate Quality:  

Spawning gravel was placed at head of constructed riffle and has been utilized by 
Chinook for spawning in 2013, 2015 and 2016.  Coho use not observed. 

E.1.f. Pasture Management:  

GID riparian property is currently not grazed by GID but Belcampo Farms- North 
Annex has property within the fenced area with GID parcels. The area is grazed 
by Belcampo Farms per their riparian grazing plan and Site Plan Agreement.  

E.1.g Assessments/Studies: 

GID has flow gage (stage only) and temp gage on southern boundary that is 
connected to CDEC that is expected to be continued through SWCG compliance 
monitoring 
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E.1.h Supplementation:  

The Permittee will not implement any measures specifically to supplementation 
under Baseline Conditions, see section E.3.h.  

 

Figure 3. Grenada Irrigation District – Baseline Conditions 
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E.2 Actions Required to Achieve Elevated Baseline Conditions  

This section details the actions required to achieve and maintain Elevated Baseline 
Conditions. This includes any land and water management activities that will be 
implemented and maintained on the Enrolled Property to improve unsuitable habitat 
conditions for the Covered Species for the duration of the Agreement. 

E.2.a. Hydrology/Water Quality: 

GID will submit a Change Petition to add Fish and Wildlife as secondary 
beneficial use and increase delivery efficiency through installation of a pipeline 
from GID Pump Station to identified district boundary. GID proposes to install a 
pipeline which can be used in lieu of the existing Main Canal. The pipeline would 
be aligned to deliver water directly to the District (approx.3.3 miles of pipeline 
proposed) rather than following the existing contouring ditch alignment (5.3 
miles). The pipeline design and permitting phase has received funding, allowing 
design work to commence. Remote pump control capabilities will allow for pump 
volume to be adjusted or turned off at any time without being present, including 
setting the pumping volume on a pre-programmed schedule.  GID is actively 
working with SWRCB, CDFW, NOAA and stake holders to develop and submit a 
Change Petition to the SWRCB. 

E.2.b. Passage/Migration/ Diversion Screening:  

The Permittee will not implement any measures specifically to passage under 
Elevated Baseline Conditions, see section E.1.b.  

E.2.c. Instream Habitat Complexity:  

The Permittee will not implement any measures specifically to Instream habitat 
under Elevated Baseline Conditions, see section E.1.c and E.3.c.  

E.2.d. Riparian Function:  

The Permittee will not implement any measures specifically to Riparian Function 
under Elevated Baseline Conditions, see section E.1.d. and E.3.d.  

E.2.e Substrate Quality:  

The Permittee will not implement any measures specifically to Substrate Quality 
under Elevated Baseline Conditions, see section E.1.e and E.3.e.  

E.2.f. Pasture Management 

The Permittee does not graze lands covered under agreement. Belcampo Farms 
owns property within the fenced area that includes North Annex property. A letter 
confirming Belcampo will abide by its approved grazing plan is included as 
Appendix E. 
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E.2.g Assessments/Studies:  

The Permittee will not implement any additional measures specific to 
Assessments/Studies under Elevated Baseline Conditions, see section E.1.g and 
E.3.g.  

E.2.h Supplementation:  

The Permittee will not implement any measures specifically to supplementation 
under Elevated Baseline Conditions, see section E.3.h.  

 

Figure 3. Grenada Irrigation District – Proposed Conditions 
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E.3 Other Beneficial Land and Water Management Activities  

This section summarizes any other land and water management activities that will be 
implemented on the Enrolled Property to benefit the Covered Species 

E.3.a. Hydrology/Water Quality 

E.3.a1: Participate in Reach-wide Flow Management Strategy: 

The Permittee agrees to coordinate diversions with the other Permittees along the 
reach to optimize reach-scale flow objectives in the Mid Shasta Reach. The flow 
objectives in the Mid-Shasta Reach are to participate in more gradual ramping 
into irrigation, reducing diversion to enhance conditions during important life 
stages for coho salmon and more quickly ramp out of irrigation season in 
September.  

GID’s commitment to the Mid-Shasta Reach objectives include: 

1.) More gradual ramp into irrigation season: GID agrees not to divert from April 
1 through April 9 to more gradually reduce diversion at the onset of diversion 
season per the Diversion Schedule in E.2.a 

2.) Reduced diversion during out-migration and 0+ distribution: GID proposes to 
reduce diversion during irrigation season per the Diversion Schedules in E.2.a 

3.) Reduced diversion at end of irrigation season: GID agrees to reduce diversion 
from 24 cfs to 18 cfs from September 7 through September 30 to aid Adult 
Chinook and other species per the Diversion Schedule in E.2.a 

Implementation funding will be applied for within 2 years after receipt of the  
ESP. If implementation funding is not secured within 6 years after issuance of the 
ESP, GID will meet with CDFW and NOAA to develop alternative 
proposals.E.3.a1 

E.3.a2:  Install a pipeline to connect GID pump station to GID district boundary to 
improve delivery efficiency: GID has considered numerous strategies to reduce 
the volume of water diverted based on enhancing flow conditions during life stage 
needs for Coho Salmon while still meeting the irrigation demands of its district 
users. Investigations show delivery inefficiency in GID’s main canal is significant 
when diverting.  During wet years, GID is typically not curtailed during the latter 
part of the summer and would continue to be allowed to divert. During normal 
and drier years, curtailment and even cessation of diversion can occur during late 
summer period. Therefore, GID would propose two diversion schedules 
representing: 1.) Normal or drier years and 2.) Wet years. Water year type would 
be determined using Montague Water Conservation District’s water year 
determination process modified for GID using two water year types: Normal and 
drier and Wet (See Appendix D-GID Operations Plan). Upon implementation of 
the pipeline, the Diversion Schedules reduce diversion compared to recent 
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historical diversion volumes resulting in 1,136 -1,273 acre feet per year of 
conserved water remaining in the Shasta River during important life stages for 
Coho Salmon. Water Conservation through reduced diversion as a result of the 
projects will be verified through a data logger that will comply with SWRCB 
Water Measuring and Reporting requirements which will measure diverted 
volume every 15 minutes.   GGID proposes the following Diversion Schedules to 
be implemented after the pipeline is installed: 

Diversion Volume Schedule -Normal and Drier Years 

Date Life Stage Current CFS Proposed CFS Conserved 

4/01-4/9 
(9 days) Juvenile 30 0 cfs 535 AF 

4/10-5/20 
(39 days) Juvenile 30 24 cfs 464 AF 

5/21-8/15 
(86 days) Over-summering 24 24 cfs* 00 AF 

8/16-9/6 
(22 days) Over-summering 0-15 0-15* 00 AF 

9/7-9/30 
(23 days) Over-summering 21 18 cfs* 137 AF 

Average Annual Volume Conserved 1,136 AF 

*Schedule does not consider limitations of diversion caused by decree, priority 
and water master service and therefore claims no instream benefits resulting 
during the identified period.   

Diversion Volume Schedule -Wet Years 

Date Life Stage Current Proposed Conserved 

4/01-4/9 
(9 days) Juvenile 30 0 cfs 535 AF 

4/10-5/20 
(39 days) Juvenile 30 24 cfs 464 AF 

5/21-8/15 
(86 days) Over-summering 24 24 cfs* 00 AF 

8/16-9/6 
(22 days) Over summering 24 24 cfs * 00 AF 

9/7-9/30 
(23 days) Over-summering 24 cfs 18 cfs* 274 AF 

Average Annual Volume Conserved 1,273 AF 
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*Schedule does not consider limitations of diversion caused by decree, priority 
and water master service and therefore claims no instream benefits resulting 
during the identified period.  .  

Currently, due to GID’s low priority water right, diversion volume is often 
curtailed or turned off by mid-August during normal and drier years to meet 
irrigation demand for higher priority and riparian water rights downstream. 
Approximately 70 cfs must be by-passed to higher priority or riparian rights 
downstream or GID is curtailed. GID and one other small diversion  located 
approximately 10 river miles downstream are typically the only diversions 
curtailed on the Shasta River below Big Springs during normal water years. 
Curtailment is during the low flow period of the summer, after June 15. 
Curtailment is overseen by the Scott-Shasta Watermaster Service (SSWD) who 
has authority to implement the Shasta River decree as directed by Siskiyou 
County Superior Court.  

Therefore, on an average water year, the primary coho salmon life stages that 
GID’s water conservation project and diversion schedule can aid includes 
reducing diversion during the spring to aid smolt out-migration and 0+ 
redistribution later in the spring (4/10-5/20). GID is not declaring the pipeline will 
conserve water during the mid and late summer due to annual variability in the 
volume of water diverted based on curtailment and irrigation demand. While GID 
does not identify periods within the summer as a period when conserved water 
would be realized instream, those conditions will occur  with reduce diversion 
resulting from delivery efficiency. However, the instances of conserved water 
during the summer is not predictable or quantifiable at this time.  

GID is typically allowed and historically has diverted during the latter part of 
September as flow volumes increase, presumably as a result of reduced use 
upstream of GID. GID has agreed to reduce diversion during the last 23 days of 
irrigation season to aid conditions for adult Chinook. 

E.3.a3:  Investigate use of stream flow gage at GID riffle to aid in management: 
During the period of the ESP, GID will work with involved parties to consider 
using the stream flow gauge at GID for more accurate and responsive capabilities 
to adaptively manage diversion volume and instream flow objectives compared to 
the current Montague gage. Currently, Water master service curtail GID using the 
flow gage near Montague, which is approximately 12 river miles downstream 
(which is noticed 15-18 hours after the flow change passes of GID point of 
diversion, resulting in erratic flow variability throughout the Shasta River during 
periods of curtailment. E.3.a3 

E.3.a4: Forbearance Agreement:  Permittee agrees to enter into a Forbearance 
Agreement with SWCG members for the purpose of improving habitat for 
Covered Species in the Shasta River. 
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E.3.b. Passage/Migration/ Diversion Screening: 

The Permittee will not implement any measures specifically to passage other 
beneficial management actions, see section E.1.b.  

E.3.c. Instream Habitat Complexity 

GID will seek funding and participate in implementation of habitat enhancement 
projects including instream structures and winter rearing habitat development 
including enhancing backwater near old pump station and installing a LWD 
structures below roughened channel, if deemed feasible. Instream enhancement 
projects are expected to be investigated for feasibility and design within 3 years of 
executing the Agreement with implementation funds sought within 4 years of 
executing the Agreement.  

Beaver Management for Instream Benefit: Permittee agree to encourage the 
development of beaver dams on the reach to further expand complexity. Such 
dams are found on other reaches and expected to occur along this reach in the 
future.  The Permittee will adhere to the Beaver BMPs. 

E.3.d. Riparian Condition/Function 

GID will continue to allow riparian investigations, promote and assist with 
riparian planting and will agree to maintain and protect the riparian areas from 
GID operations.  However, GID will not be held accountable for survival 
percentages or vigor. Considerable riparian plantings have been tried on 
neighboring TNC property with varied success rates over past three-five years. 
GID has planted and irrigated riparian areas on GID property and has had 
continuous beaver damage after high water removes caged protection. Limited 
riparian planting is expected to occur within 3 years of executing the Agreement.  

E.3.e Substrate Quality 

GID will install additional spawning substrate at the constructed riffle if deemed 
beneficial. Maintenance of site will include maintaining spawning size material 
grade which may also be used to hold riffle elevation and maintain consistent 
flow curve for potential gage monitoring site (CDEC SPU). Maintenance of 
substrate will occur once every ten years or as developed with Flow Monitoring 
Plan for SWCG.  

E.3.f. Pasture Management: 

Grazing by GID is not anticipated. However, GID parcels are enclosed within a 
paddock of approximately 4 acres which also has property owned by Belcampo 
Farms-North Annex. Belcampo Farms may flash graze the paddock per their 
riparian grazing plan.  See Appendix E that demonstrates BelCampo North 
Annex' commitment to abide by riparian grazing plan when livestock are grazing 
within the shared 5 acre paddock.   
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E.3.g Assessments/Studies: 

GID will allow for and assist with assessments and studies and monitoring, 
including existing gauging and temperature monitoring if that is part of the long 
term monitoring and verification plan.   

E.3.h Supplementation: 

The Permittee will allow access for salmonid  supplementation and all associated 
monitoring activities. 

F. Effective Date and Duration of the Site Plan Agreement and Agreement  

The Agreement, Site Plan Agreement, and ESP take effect when signed by the Permittee, 
NMFS, and CDFW. The Agreement, Site Plan Agreement, and ESP have a term of 20 
years, which may be extended by mutual written consent of the Permittee, NMFS, and 
CDFW. One (1) year prior to end of term of the Agreement, Site Plan Agreement, and 
ESP, the Permittee, NMFS, and CDFW will meet to decide whether to extend the term of 
the Agreement, Site Plan Agreement, and ESP. 

G. Monitoring and Reporting 

AMMs are intended to minimize or reduce potential adverse impacts that may occur 
during implementation of BMAs or Routine Agricultural Activities. The Permittee 
commits to implement the AMMs and associated monitoring protocols listed in Table 
G1below and  as described in Appendix 3 of the Agreement.  
Implementation monitoring includes those monitoring tasks associated with construction 
and implementation of BMAs (e.g. construction of habitat restoration projects) and 
associated AMMs. Implementation monitoring of BMAs serves to verify that habitat 
restoration projects are constructed as designed and/or managed as intended.  The 
Permittee commits to monitoring actions as summarized in Table G2.  Permittee also 
commits to all relevant AMMs included in Appendix 3 of the Agreement related to the 
implementation of the BMAs identified in Section E above.  
AMM and implementation monitoring will be conducted by the Permittee, the SWCG, or 
a contractor and included in the annual report. 
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G.1 Avoidance and Minimization Measures and Monitoring Commitments 

The Permittee agrees to the following AMMs and monitoring actions: 

Routine Agricultural Activity 

GID -AMM 
(See 

Appendix 3 
of Agreement 

for full 
description) 

AMM Monitoring Technique 

Irrigation Management A1 
A2 

All maintenance of instream diversion structures shall be 
monitored as follows: 

-Log of what in-water work had occurred and what 
minimization measures were implemented will be included in 
the annual report 

-When construction or repair work is being done, three to five 
photo points using USDA Forest Service Photo Point 
Monitoring Handbook, 2002 
http://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/gtr526/   or an annual agency 
inspection can be requested.  

Irrigation Maintenance 

B1 
B2 
B4 
B5 
B6 

All maintenance of instream irrigation facilities shall be 
monitored.  Following are some examples of protocols: 

-Log of maintenance activities carried out within the calendar 
year be included in the annual report. 

Fence Maintenance  D1 
D2 

-A short description of fence maintenance activities will be 
included in the annual report template. 

Road Maintenance E2 
E3 

-A short description of annual road maintenance activities will 
be included in the annual report. 

Herbicide/Pesticide Use  

G1 
G2 
G3 
G4 
G5 

- Permittee commits to log use of herbicide, fertilizer and 
pesticide activities carried out within the calendar year be 
included in the annual report. 

Flood Repair H1 
H2 

- Permittee shall take photographs of the emergency site 
repairs and a detailed description of the repairs to be included 
in the annual report. 
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G.2 Implementation and Effectiveness Monitoring Commitments 

Habitat 
Parameter GID -Beneficial Management Activities Implementation 

Monitoring Technique 

Effectiveness 
Monitoring 

Commitment
/ Technique 

Hydrology/ Water 
Quality 

- Maintain upgraded diversion facility as described 
in Sections E.1.a. 

- Implement conveyance pipeline to reduce 
diversion from 40 cfs to 24 cfs conserving 1,136 
acre-feet on an average water year as described in 
Section E.2.a.  

- Permissive dedication via 1707. 

- Continue participation in fall flow bypass efforts as 
provided in GID’s diversion schedule E.3.a. 

- Support on-district efficiency practices on-farm to 
increase efficiency. 

- Participate in a reach wide diversion management 
strategy for the Mid Shasta as described in Section 
and accounted in GID’s Diversion Schedule E.3.a. 

- Work with agencies and SWCG to use stream flow 
gage at GID to reduce flow variability resulting from 
GID diversion and curtailment 

- Three to five photo 
points using USDA Forest 
Service Photo Point 
Monitoring Handbook, 
2002  

Documenting conveyance 
pipeline construction, any 
on-district efficiency 
practices implemented. 

- Map of on-district 
improvements 

 

Passage/ 
Migration/ 
Screening 

- Maintain unimpeded fish passage conditions at the 
GID diversion. 

- Maintain self-cleaning fish screen at the GID 
diversion point. 

- Three to five photo 
points using USDA Forest 
Service Photo Point 
Monitoring Handbook, 
2002 

Documenting of existing 
riffle and fish screen. 

 

Instream Habitat 
Complexity  

- Maintain the instream barb structures opposite of 
the Fish Screen as described in Section E.1.c 

- Agrees to provide access for implementation of 
large wood enhancement on GID riparian property if 
deemed applicable by the Agencies as described in 
Section E.3.c. 

- Implement beaver BMPs as described in template. 

- Three to five photo 
points using USDA Forest 
Service Photo Point 
Monitoring Handbook, 
2002 Habitat 
improvements 
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Habitat 
Parameter GID -Beneficial Management Activities Implementation 

Monitoring Technique 

Effectiveness 
Monitoring 

Commitment
/ Technique 

Riparian Condition 

- Continue to perform yearly maintenance on 
existing riparian fencing as described in E.1.d. 

- Will maintain and replace riparian/boundary 
fencing if needed due to flood damage. 

- Three to five photo 
points using USDA Forest 
Service Photo Point 
Monitoring Handbook, 
2002 to document riparian 
area. 

 

Substrate Quality 

- Maintain existing gravel placed at head of riffle 
that creates spawning habitat and provide access to 
implement spawning gravel enhancement on GID 
riparian property in collaboration with the Agencies 
as stipulated in Section E.3.e 

- Three to five photo 
points using USDA Forest 
Service Photo Point 
Monitoring Handbook, 
2002 to document gravel 
enhancement. 

 

Assessment/ 
Studies 

- Work with SWCG to maintain stream flow and 
water temperature gauging site, if GID riffle is a 
monitoring site for flow. 

- Agreeable to assessments/studies. Agreeable to 
continued gauging on GID infrastructure. 

- Submit monitoring data 
in annual report 

- Reports of studies will be 
written/summarized/ 
obtained and provided in 
the annual report 

 

Supplementation - The Permittee will allow access for salmonid 
supplementation as described in Section E.3.h.   

 

H. Annual Report and Adaptive Management  

The Permittee will complete an Annual Report, yearly and report as stipulated in the 
Agreement.  

I. Regulatory Assurances  

Upon execution of the Agreement and this Site Plan Agreement and the satisfaction of all 
other applicable legal requirements, NMFS will issue a ESP under Section 10(a)(1)(A) of 
the ESA to assure the Permittee may incidentally take Covered Species, in accordance 
with the Site Plan Agreement and Agreement, as a result of implementing the Covered 
Activities described in this Site Plan Agreement, and except where such activities would 
result in the diminishment or non-achievement of the Baseline and/or Elevated Baseline 
Conditions established for the Enrolled Property. This assurance depends on the 
Permittee maintaining the Baseline Conditions and/or achieving the Elevated Baseline 
Conditions set forth in the Site Plan Agreement, complying fully with the Agreement and 
the Site Plan Agreement, and so long as the continuation of Covered Activities would not 



February 24, 2021
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Appendix A 

Grenada Irrigation District Deed and Bylaws 
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Appendix B 

2018 Grenada Irrigation District - SWRCB Water use Report and 
Paragraph from Shasta River Decree 
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Grenada Irrigation District - Shasta River Decree 
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Appendix C 

Figure 5- Map of Habitat Improvement Projects 
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Appendix D 

Grenada Irrigation District 
Operations Plan 

Supply variation resulting from varied water years types require Grenada Irrigation District to 
manage for years of limited supply differently than wet years. Grenada Irrigation District is 
proposing to increase it delivery efficiency through the installation of a pipeline (rather than the 
existing earthen ditch) that will conserve 1,136 afy on an average water year resulting in more 
flow being left in stream compared to current operation, when installed. When the pipeline is 
completed, GID will abide by the reduced diversion schedules for the term of the ESP.  

In coordination with NMFS and CDFW, Grenada Irrigation District developed two different 
diversion schedules based on  a water year determination of a wet year and a normal or drier 
year. Grenada Irrigation District will use the water year determination process utilized by 
Montague Water Conservation District (MWCD). When MWCD’s Reservoir is full, it typically 
indicates a wet year for Grenada Irrigation District located downstream of MWCD and Big 
Spring Creek. 

MWCD’s water year type designation methodology utilizes first-of-month storage in Dwinnell 
Reservoir as the primary criterion for determining year types, and to a lesser extent, snowpack 
and water content expected to be released during the snowmelt period for that year. Snowpack is 
representative of near-future water that may become available but is not yet in storage.  

MWCD’s methodology uses five water year type designations: Very Dry, Dry, Normal, Wet, and 
Very Wet. While Grenada Irrigation District will utilize MWCD’s water year’s determination, 
Grenada will only designate two water year types: Wet year or Normal and drier. The decision 
point for Grenada Irrigation District  for wet and normal will be the between Normal and Wet 
years under MWCD’s water year classification. For GID, a water year extends from April 1 
through September 30 which is the duration of irrigation season. Dependent on the water year 
type determination, GID will adhere to a diversion schedule that was reviewed and approved by 
CDFW and NOAA. The schedules are reductions in current diversion volume based on GID’s 
water conservation project, a piping project that will conserve approximately1,136 acre feet 
during a normal water year. The conserved water will remain in Shasta River. Year type 
designations are evaluated on April 1,  and re-evaluated  again on May 1. The year type 
designations are determined based on Dwinnell Reservoir storage and snow pack (snow water 
content) for April and May as shown in Table 2 and Table 3. . Storage volumes are determined 
from the Dwinnell Reservoir Near Edgewood (DRE) California Data Exchange Center (CDEC) 
data station, and snow pack (snow water content) is determined from the Peterson Flat (PET) 
CDEC station. 

April 1 Year Type Determination: The April 1 year type designation is based primarily 
on storage in Dwinnell Reservoir, with a secondary criterion based on first-of-month 
accumulated snow pack at Peterson Flat (snow water content). When first of month 
storage in Dwinnell Reservoir is within 2,000 af of April 1 storage criterion threshold, 
snow water content is used to determine if the year type should be adjusted. If the storage 
is within 2,000 af of the lower storage criterion for a year type (e.g., lower storage 
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criterion plus 2,000 af) and snow water content is less than 75 percent of normal, the year 
type will be adjusted down one step (e.g., normal to dry). If the storage is within 2,000 af 
of the upper storage criterion for a year type (e.g., upper storage criterion minus 2,000 af) 
and snow water content is greater than 125 percent of normal, the year type will be 
adjusted up one step (e.g., normal to wet). Table 2 provides the storage and snow water 
content-based water year determinations for April 1.  

Table 2. April 1 year type designation by storage and snow water content 

April 1 

Storage 
(af) 

April 1 
Snow Water Content 

(% of normal) 
Year Type 

Less than 16,000 N/A Very Dry 

16,000-17,999 < 125% Very Dry 

> 125% Dry 

18,000 - 19,999 < 75% Very Dry 

> 75% Dry 

20,000 - 23,999 N/A Dry 

24,000 - 25,999 < 125% Dry 

> 125% Normal 

26,000 - 27,999 < 75% Dry 

> 75% Normal 

28,000 - 35,999 N/A Normal 

36,000 - 37,999 < 125% Normal 

> 125% Wet 

38,000 - 39,999 < 75% Normal 

> 75% Wet 

40,000 - 43,999 N/A Wet 

44,000 - 45,999 < 125% Wet 

> 125% Wet 

46,000 - 47,999 < 75% Wet 

> 75% Wet 

48,000 or greater N/A Wet 

May 1 Year Type Determination: The May 1st year type designation has the same 
format as the April 1st designation, but with different storage criteria. The storage and 
snow water content-based water year determinations for May 1 are presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3. May 1 year type designation by storage and snow water content 

May 1 

Storage 
(af) 

May 1 
Snow Water Content 

(% of normal) 
Year Type 

Less than 12,500 N/A Very Dry 

12,500 - 14,499 
< 125% Very Dry 

> 125% Dry 

14,500 - 16,499 
< 75% Very Dry 

> 75% Dry 

26,500 - 21,999 N/A Dry 

22,000 - 23,999 
< 125% Dry 

> 125% Normal 

24,000 - 25,999 
< 75% Dry 

> 75% Normal 

26,000 - 35,999 N/A Normal 

36,000 - 37,999 
< 125% Normal 

> 125% Wet 

38,000 - 39,999 
< 75% Normal 

> 75% Wet 

40,000 - 42,999 N/A Wet 

43,000 - 44,999 
< 125% Wet 

> 125% Wet 

45,000 - 46,999 
< 75% Wet 

> 75% Wet 

47,000 or greater N/A Wet 
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Grenada Irrigation District: Reduced Diversion Schedules based on water 
conservation project and water year determination: 

Diversion Volume Schedule - Normal and Drier Years 

Date Life Stage Current CFS Proposed CFS Conserved 

4/01-4/9 (9 days) Juvenile 30  0 cfs 535 AF 

4/10-5/20 (39 days) Juvenile 30 24 cfs 464 AF 

5/21-8/15 (86 days) Over-
summering 24 24 cfs* 00 AF 

8/16-9/6 (22 days) Over 
summering 0-15 0-15* 00 AF 

9/7-9/30 (23 days) Over-
summering 21 18 cfs* 137 AF 

Average Annual Volume Conserved 1,136 AF 

*Schedule does not consider limitations of diversion caused by decree, priority and water 
master service.   

Diversion Volume Schedule - Wet Years 

Date Life Stage Current Proposed Conserved 

4/01-4/9 ( 9 days) Juvenile 30 0 cfs 535 AF 

4/10-5/20 (39 days) Juvenile 30 24 cfs 464 AF 

5/21-8/15 (86 days) Over-
summering 

24 24 cfs* 00 AF 

8/16-9/6 (22 days) Over 
summering 

24 24 cfs * 00 AF 

9/7-9/30 (23 days) Over-
summering 

24 cfs 18 cfs* 274 AF 

Average Annual Volume Conserved 1,273 AF 

*Schedule does not consider limitations of diversion caused by decree, priority and water 
master service. 
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Appendix E 

Belcampo Commitment to Abide by Grazing Plan 

 

 

 
 
To whom it may concern, 
 
Belcampo Farms agrees to abide by the riparian grazing terms that are outlined in the Safe Harbor 
Agreement when grazing the land owned by the Grenada Irrigation District (GID).   
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
James Rickert, Farm & Procurement Director 
4720 Scarface Rd  
Gazelle, CA 96034 
(530) 941-0810 
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